
BITBOY
Newest meme in 

NFT Ecosystem



New Dimension of owing a 

digital NFT comic 



Abstract

As the metaverse approaches on the horizon, you can expect NFT comic

ecosystems to continue to grow exponentially. Whether you’re a classic

comic enthusiast or prefer more modern parodies, you can now purchase an

NFT which gives you so much more than just a comic. Indeed, with BITBOY

NFT comes unprecedented ownership, incredible features and utilities,

including direct access to the project and its community via social channel.

Comics are ideally suited to the decentralized realm of the blockchain, so if

you’re interested in comics, then Bitcoin Boy offer something for you!
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Bitcoin Boy is a community-driven fusion NFT project where meme meets

comic. As BITBOY will be introduced as the newest meme on Blockchain, it

will offer a new horizon of NFTs for creators, fans, dealers, investors,

collectors, miners and gamers. NFTs have always been in spotlight of web3

world. It has already impacted many industries like Sports, gaming,

advertising, shopping, investing and even the comics and creative industries.

About

Mission
Our mission is to offer offbeat concept featuring new meme character to NFT

space and crypto entertainment world by introducing BITBOY metaverse and

gaming. It will empower creators and fans with a free market for everyone.

Come join the revolution!
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Vision

Blockchain technology is having an impact in the comic industry where artists,

publishers and many other stakeholders are not streaming in to embrace non-

fungible tokens (NFTs) and leverage the power of the medium to take their

comics to the next level.

- Community of Comic NFTs projects is growing fast and accepting its

increasing value

- Growing forces of demand and supply of comic NFTs on multiple

marketplaces will increase the demand for BITBOY NFTs

- BITBOY NFTs will give a proof of provenance to its holder



Indivisibility

BITBOY NFTs will be 

indivisible when it comes to 

their utility. Each NFT will 

have to be bought by a 

single person only to 

exercise the full right of 

the particular NFT. No 

fraction ownership

Features

Scarcity

BITBOY NFTs will drive 

their value being scarce. 

Though developers can 

generate as many assets as 

they like, it is equally 

within their power to limit 

the number of NFT for 

scarcity

Uniqueness

NFTs are also unique 

because no two NFTs are 

the same — they're not 

interchangeable. The 

metadata of each NFT is 

an unalterable record that 

gives it the certificate of 

authenticity
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Ownership

The original creators of the 

NFT control the private key 

of that account where the 

NFT lives, and they're free 

to transfer that NFT to any 

account

Transparency

As public distributed 

ledgers are decentralized 

and immutable, where 

records of token issuance, 

transfer, and activity can 

be publicly verified, buyers 

can trust and verify the 

authenticity of a particular 

NFT

Interoperability

BITBOY NFTs will be traded, 

purchased, or sold across 

various marketplaces using 

a decentralized bridge or 

centralized custodial 

service



Road Map

.

-Listing on Pancakeswap

-Locking liquidity

-Partnership with artists and 

brands

-Listing on Centralized 

exchanges

-Launch 500 NFTs 

-Launch of BITBOY Metaverse 

-Listing on more exchanges

-Additional features of NFT 

platform

-Launch of BITBOY gaming 

-Launch of BITBOY Swap

-Governance system 

-Reveal sneak peak of   

BITBOY metaverse

-BITBOY Defi Wallet

-NFT farming dApp release 

-NFT Platform marketing 

and growth strategy

P2P1

P3P4

-Launch of NFT Marketplace 

-Release of NFT Minter and 

browser

-Listing on more exchanges

-NFT Platform mobile 

optimization 

-Community expansion 



Tokenomics

Total Supply 

165,000,000 tokens

Network

BSC Scan

Contract Address

0x21413CE5FE3a791d46FEA7485811852fbE86caF1



Token Distribution

2%

1%

90%

2%

3%

2%

Locked tokens for 10 years

Public Sale

Governance Fund

Marketing & Promotion

Incentives to players & holders

Founders 



Vesting schedule

Out of total supply of 165,000,000 tokens, 90% tokens i.e 148,500,000 has

been locked for period of 10 years. It will lower the market price

manipulations and will secure the interest of investors.

After 10 years, tokens vesting will start and each year 10% of total tokens will

start getting unlocked from 11th year to 20th year. By 20th year, all tokens will

be unlocked and vested respectively

Vesting plan 
Out of 10% tokens unlocking each year

- 2% will be distributed to employees

- 2% distribution to early investors

- 2% for marketing & promotion 

- 4% reserve for Charity 



Use Case 

Series of BITBOY NFTs are currently 

available on Opensea. Soon all the 

unique, well-crafted pieces of art 

displaying the glory of BITBOY will be 

available on own NFT Marketplace

Collaboration with corporates worldwide 

to accept DDOGE as a currency in 

exchange of goods and services by 

incentivizing them for every transaction

As BITBOY is compassionate and 

committed to leaving a positive impact 

on the world, it will kick start a ton of 

annual charity campaigns

Through variety of games based on 

BITBOY in the metaverse, NFT, and other 

spaces, this meme token will reward 

users for playing these games via the 

integration of the P2E model


